Seldon Wood Birds
Blackbird
Blackcap
Blackheaded Gull
Blue Tit
Brambling
Bullfinch
Buzzard
Canada Goose
Carrion Crow
Chaffinch
Chiffchaff
Coal Tit
Collared Dove
Cormorant
Crossbill
Cuckoo
Dunnock
Garden Warbler
Goldcrest
Golden Oriole
Goldfinch
Great Spotted Woodpecker
Great Tit
Green Woodpecker
Greenfinch
Grey Heron
Grey Wagtail
Hawfinch
Hen Harrier
Herring Gull
Hobby
House Martin
House Sparrow
Jackdaw
Jay
Kestrel
Lesser Blackback Gull
Lesser Redpoll
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker
Lesser Whitethroat
Longtailed Tit
Magpie
Marsh Harrier
Marsh Tit
Meadow Pipit
Mistle Thrush
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Many breeding pairs
Many pairs during summer
In winter in field by Farleigh border
Many pairs breed in the wood
Occasional in winter
Several pairs breed in the wood
Occasional
Frequently flying over in spring
Many pairs
Several pairs breed in the wood
A dozen or so pairs in summer
Can be seen any time of the year - a few pairs breed
Small groups in built-up area near the woods
Occasionally flying over at any time of the year
Occasional in mid-summer
Occasional during spring migration
Several pairs in the wood
Occasional during spring - occasionally breeds
Can be seen any time of the year - a few pairs breed
Occasional passage migrant in May & June
Several pairs breed in the wood or in the built-up areas
Many pairs in the wood
Many pairs breed in the wood
Three or four pairs in the wood
Several pairs breed in the wood or in the built-up areas
Occasionally flying over at any time of the year
Occasional during winter
Occasional in autumn
Has been seen over the wood infrequently
Flocks in winter in field by Old Farleigh Road
Occasional during migration, spring & autumn
Feeding over the woods in summer-may breed in built-up area
Breeds in built-up areas
A few pairs may breed
Many pairs in the wood
Occasional
Occasional birds flying over
Occasional flocks in winter
One or two pairs in the wood most years
Recorded occasionally on migration
Flocks in winter - a few pairs breed
Many pairs in the wood
Has been seen over the wood infrequently
Can be seen any time of the year - a few pairs breed
Occasional during autumn migration
A few pairs
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Nuthatch
Pheasant
Pied Wagtail
Ring-necked Parakeet
Robin
Siskin
Skylark
Song Thrush
Sparrowhawk
Spotted Flycatcher
Starling
Stock Dove
Swallow
Swift
Tawny Owl
Tree Creeper
Tree Pipit
Tree Sparrow
Whitethroat
Willow Warbler
Wood Pigeon
Wood Warbler
Wren
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Many pairs breed in the wood
In fields by edge of the wood
Occasional during winter
Flying over. Possible breeder
Very common in winter- many pairs breed
Occasional flocks in winter
In fields and golfcourse near the wood
Many breeding pairs
Seen throughout the year, breeds
Passage migrant - possible breeder
Breeds in built-up area but possible in the wood
Small numbers in the wood - breeds
Feeding over fields and trees late summer
Feeding over the wood during summer
At least six pairs in the wood
Can be seen any time of the year - a few pairs breed
Occasional during spring migration – bred in the past
Bred in the past - now locally extinct
Recorded occasionally on migration
Passage migrant - may breed occasionally
Large flocks in winter - breeds
Occasional passage migrant
Many pairs in the wood
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